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From award-winning entrepreneur, inventor, and business owner Stephen Key comes the highly

anticipated follow-up to his best seller One Simple Idea. How many times have you seen a product

and thought, "I know how to make that better?" Or not seen a product and thought, "How is it that no

one has invented this yet?" And when haven't you thought, "I need to be my own boss?" You're

thinking the right things. Now, the next step is to take action - and that's exactly what One Simple

Idea for Startups and Entrepreneurs is all about. Stephen Key, one of the world's leading experts on

getting business ideas off the ground, revealed in his groundbreaking book One Simple Idea just

how simple it is to make a fortune by selling or "renting" your great ideas. Now, he helps you live the

entrepreneurial dream by delivering a proven, straightforward process for starting, growing, and

running a business - without the need for an MBA or millions of dollars in funding. As an inventor

and successful business owner, Key brings a unique and fully rounded perspective to the subject,

teaching you how to:Develop, test, and protect your ideaPlan and launch your

businessManufacture, package, market, sell, and distribute your productManage and grow your

businessPrepare for and implement your endgame Key draws on his own experience as a

billion-dollar inventor to offer how-to's and other takeaways you can use to get off the ground and

into the black. Case studies, tips, and advice from other successful entrepreneurs underscore key

principles to make it easier than ever for you to achieve your business and life dreams. You don't

need millions of dollars or a business, engineering, or manufacturing background to develop,

produce, and sell your own product idea. All you need is one simple idea - and the passion to make

it happen.
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I was suspicious of the abundant reviews of this book either on the same day or a day apart so I

automatically thought they were bogus. I still decided to get this book just because I am launching a

new product for retail and it's completely out of my marketing forte.I have to say that this book is

quite good. It's easy to read, especially from the beginning when the author, Stephen Key, talks

about how he got started designing, creating, and selling products through retail channels. It made

for an interesting read.I think he started irritating me when he would talk about a success story

(coincidentially there were many women success stories in a row, which is fantastic) then mention a

sentence about how they survived cancer. There were a couple of such stories and, although the

success stories themselves were inspiring, why mention that they had cancer out of the blue when it

didn't have anything to do with their successes or the story about their product? It didn't make any

sense.Then he goes onto talk about patents and how they are mostly useless, especially in the

early time of your business. I do agree with this just because there will be so many design changes

by the time you get a prototype that it's too costly and time-consuming to get a patent on a product

that will ultimately be different, even slightly, by the time your first "model" or prototype is created.

Plus copy cats will change your design very slightly and trump your patent with their rip-off model of

your product anyway, especially if it becomes a hot seller.But...for something that the author doesn't

believe in, it's like the guy continually wanted to talk about patents seemingly forever in the book.

I'm not sure if this was to fill space or what. For something that he articulated that is mostly a waste

of time and money, especially in the beginning, why keep talking about it page after page after

page? This is where I started losing interest which was about 2/3 into the book.Shortly thereafter, he

goes on and on about having a business plan. I've found business plans as mostly useless and I'll

agree with MJ Demarco who wroteÃ‚Â The Millionaire Fastlane: Crack the Code to Wealth and Live

Rich for a Lifetime.Ã‚Â (a highly recommended book, by the way) who also can agree that business

plans are a waste of time to put together unless you are seeking out venture capital.I really did like

what Stephen Key had to say about trade shows and learned a lot. In fact, I got more out of his

short section on trade shows than many of the other books I have solely on the topic of trade

shows. One small part I did disagree on about trade shows is that he stated you won't be able to get

a list of the attendees of a trade show. This is incorrect and misleading. I just signed up for a trade

show for wholesalers and I'm getting the complete listing of attendees to send mailings to before

and after the event. So, I don't know if he's talking about trade shows for consumers or what he's



talking about but to throw out a blanket statement and claim that no trade show offers the contact

information for the attendees is false and irresponsible on his part. Even the other book I'm reading

right now on topic of trade shows (which is highly recommended, by the way, if you're doing a trade

show soon) calledÃ‚Â Trade Show in a Day: Get It Done Right, Get It Done Fast!, the author says

that not only do you get mailing lists of the trade show attendees before most shows but also talks,

at length, about how to do a multi-step mailing to these prospects before the show starts. So, I think

it really sucked that Stephen Key not only doesn't talk about this marketing tool but misleads people

into believing that you can't even get a listing of the prospects/attendees going to a trade show

beforehand when really you can get these lists provided that you're registered as a booth exhibitor.I

did like how the author covered the process of retail distribution, especially through wholesalers,

because it's very difficult to find a book ANYWHERE that covers how to distribute your product via

retailers by contacting buyers, going to trade shows, etc. For that reason, I highly recommend this

book just because you won't find this information elsewhere. I didn't like how he mixed

consumer-direct sales at the end (i.e. doing radio commercials or using television commercials to

sell your product...huh?) when the whole idea is to sell to small, medium, and large retailers or

wholesale distributors and not selling consumer-direct (which sucks since I've done it for years) via

direct marketing channels.I do love how easy this book is to read. I really love Stephen's writing

style because it's quite engaging, interesting, and makes it extremely easy to read through the

entire book in a few hours. I also like how easy he makes the process seem and how he motivates

you into knowing that all it takes is ONLY ONE simple product idea with kick-ass packaging to make

millions (even billions) of dollars. I don't think there's another book out there that can simplify,

motivate, and effectively explain exactly what types of simple products to sell and package and

exactly how to do it.In his updated version, I'd like to see him correct the stuff I mentioned above

(especially about the trade shows) and maybe showcase some much bigger types of products that

were truly a One Simple Idea such as 5-hour Energy Shot and others out there that ended up being

much bigger, highly successful operations with literally one simple product that went wild in the

marketplace.

Stephen Key has once again delivered a book packed with real life advice and countless

suggestions for any business owner (in this case, the book is tailored toward those who want to sell

products rather than license them). I learned a lot from his positive and negative experiences while

running a guitar pick company, as well as from the comments and suggestions offered by many

others who share their stories about their businesses. Just the section on what it was like to become



a vendor for a huge US retailer was worth the investment in the book for me.

Surprisingly well written for a "business" self-help book. Good advice from somebody with plenty of

experience in the field.

Thank you !

pavlum

When I got this ... I put it aside because the last thing I wanted is to do is StartUp a business ... I am

more of a License It (Stephen's other two books) and go on to the next invention ... Heard him at

San Diego Inventors group and Orange County Inventors Group ...and said there is more to

Stephen Key than I thought so have been going through it ... Even got an great idea from the book, I

want to take to Book Market

This book seems like it was tailored specifically for me. I've taken virtually every step of the process

even before I read this book and now I absolutely feel I am on the right track with my product!Skip

and learn the startup mistakes that Mr. Key and I have had while bringing a product to market. I am

now in stores and all over the web with my product www.tranqwheel.com because of his advice. A

must have for inventor entrepreneurs!

Got home from work last night at 10pm to be welcomed by Stephens new book. Read until 3am and

could not help but think while turning every page what a valuable work it was. I only wish Stephen

had brought this book out sooner, it would have saved us from "learning the hard way" on many of

the steps outlined in the book. The chapter covering Retail is extremely useful and has made me

re-think our approach. Will be ordering further copies for my business partner, friends and family.

Thanks Mr. Key :)
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